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CENTERLIFT 980/981
Motorised adjustable Kitchen Island
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Motorised adjustable Kitchen Island

People of all sizes work in the kitchen, and everyone needs a different working height. The different work tasks in the kitchen also 
require different working heights. In order to work at your correct ergonomic height, the sink unit and work surface should be higher 
than the hob. 

With a Center lift you create a kitchen that provides comfort for everyone along with a natural meeting place in the kitchen, where 
you can gather for both everyday events and special occasions. 
 
The lift bracket can be integrated into the kitchen from any kitchen manufacturer.

1)  There is a crush guard under the steel frame. Contact with the strip stops the lift, (accessory).

2)  The frame is made   of heavy-duty steel tubing (size 3.0 cm).

3)  The stable design has a lifting force of 150 kg and 250 kg for lengths exceeding 160.0 cm

4)  The bottom plate that is screwed into the floor provides a stable base for the lift. 

5)  The worktop can be extended beyond the frame to form a work surface with a low installation height. 

6)  The protruding part of the worktop can be fitted with a crush guard (accessory).

7)  The fronts can be fitted with front brackets (accessories).

Center lift with integrated sink units Center lift with worktop

Examples of fronts that cover the sinks.

30.0 cm, 54.3 to 84.3 cm (above frame, excluding front rim) 
40.0 cm, 64.3 to 104.3 cm (above frame, excluding front rim)

30 cm, 1.6 cm/sec. 
40 cm, 2.8 cm/sec.

kg 150 kg (80,0 to 160.0 cm)  
250 kg (180.0 to 260.0 cm)
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The kitchen island is fitted to suit your needs. In this case, there is a sink unit with 
shallow sinks at the end of the kitchen island.  

The hob can be integrated into the worktop level and thereby be made acces-
sible from both a standing and sitting position.  

The kitchen island is a natural gathering place in the centre of the kitchen.  






